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The Iguala 43
`This is a wonderful volume, powerfully written,
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timely, insightful, and filled with major pieces; the
passion, intellectual rigor and sense of history found
here promises to shape this field in the decades to
come. This volume sets the agenda for the future' Norman K Denzin, University of Illinois Pathology and
the Postmodern explores the relationship between
mental distress and social constructionism using new
work from eminent scholars in the fields of sociology,
psychology and philosophy. The authors address: how
specific cultural, economic and historical forces
converge in contemporary psychiatry and psychology;
how new syndromes, subjectivities and identities are
being constructed and

Freedom Time
In such works as Gender Trouble and Bodies That
Matter Judith Butler broke new ground in
understanding the construction and performance of
identities. While Butler's writings have been crucial
and often controversial in the development of feminist
and queer theory, Bodily Citations is the first
anthology centered on applying her theories to
religion. In this collection scholars in anthropology,
biblical studies, theology, ethics, and ritual studies
use Butler's work to investigate a variety of topics in
biblical, Islamic, Buddhist, and Christian traditions.
The authors shed new light on Butler's ideas and
highlight their ethical and political import. They also
broaden the scope of religious studies as they bring it
into conversation with feminist and queer theory.
Subjects discussed include the woman's mosque
movement in Cairo, the ordination of women in the
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Catholic Church, the possibility of queer ethics,
religious ritual, and biblical constructions of sexuality.
Contributors include: Karen Trimble Alliaume, Lewis
University; Teresa Hornsby, Drury University; Amy
Hollywood, Harvard Divinity School; Christina
Hutchins, Pacific School of Religion; Saba Mahmood,
University of California, Berkeley; Susanne Mrozik,
Mount Holyoke College; Claudia Schippert, University
of Central Florida; Rebecca Schneider, Brown
University; Ken Stone, Chicago Theological Seminary

Ancient Bodies, Contemporary Selves
An exploration of the contemporary re-conception of
freedom after the critique of objective truths and
ideas of an unchanging human nature, in which
modern self-determination was grounded. This book
focuses on the radical theorist Cornelius Castoriadis
and the new paradigm of 'agonistic autonomy' is
contrasted with Marxian and liberal approaches.

Foucault on the Politics of Parrhesia
Because of their range, brilliance, and singularity, the
ideas of the philosopher-critic-historian Michel
Foucault have gained extraordinary currency
throughout the Western intellectual community. This
book offers a selection of seven of Foucault's most
important published essays, translated from the
French, with an introductory essay and notes by
Donald F. Bouchard. Also included are a summary of a
course given by Foucault at College de France; the
transcript of a conversation between Foucault and
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Gilles Deleuze; and an interview with Foucault that
appeared in the journal Actuel. Professor Bouchard
has divided the book into three closely related
sections. The four essays in Part One examine
language as a "perilous limit" of what we know and
what we are. The essays in the second part suggest
the methodological guidelines to which Foucault
subscribes, and they record, in the editor's words,
"the penetration of the language of literature into the
domain of discursive thought." The material in the last
section is more obviously political than the essays. It
treats language in use, language attempting to impart
knowledge and power. Translated by the editor and
Sherry Simon into fluent and lucid English, these
essays will appeal primarily to students of literature,
especially those interested in contemporary
continental structuralist criticism. But because of the
breadth of Foucault's interests, they should also prove
valuable to anthropologists, linguists, sociologists,
and psychologists.

The Routledge International Handbook of
the Sociology of Education
Hegel's "highway of despair," introduced in his
Phenomenology of Spirit, is the tortured path traveled
by "natural consciousness" on its way to freedom.
Despair, the passionate residue of Hegelian critique,
also indicates fugitive opportunities for freedom and
preserves the principle of hope against all hope.
Analyzing the works of an eclectic cast of thinkers,
Robyn Marasco considers the dynamism of despair as
a critical passion, reckoning with the forms of
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historical life forged along Hegel's highway. The
Highway of Despair follows Theodor Adorno, Georges
Bataille, and Frantz Fanon as they each read, resist,
and reconfigure a strand of thought in Hegel's
Phenomenology of Spirit. Confronting the twentiethcentury collapse of a certain revolutionary dialectic,
these thinkers struggle to revalue critical philosophy
and recast Left Hegelianism within the contexts of
genocidal racism, world war, and colonial domination.
Each thinker also re-centers the role of passion in
critique. Arguing against more recent trends in critical
theory that promise an escape from despair, Marasco
shows how passion frustrates the resolutions of
reason and faith. Embracing the extremism of what
Marx, in the spirit of Hegel, called the "ruthless
critique of everything existing," she affirms the
contemporary purchase of radical critical theory,
resulting in a passionate approach to political
thought.

The American Rhetorical Construction of
the Iranian Nuclear Threat
The word "corruption" is insufficient for the magnitude
of this evil. -- from The Iguala 43 On the night of
September 26th, 2014, policemen attacked a group of
student protestors in the Mexican town of Iguala.
Forty-three of these students were then kidnapped
and turned over to criminals who allegedly tortured
and murdered them, and then burned their corpses.
The families of the victims refused to accept the
official story, which placed all blame on local actors
and absolved the federal government of any
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culpability. The anger provoked by this atrocity, one
of the most barbaric acts in recent times, divided
Mexican society in two: on one side were those who
unwaveringly supported the cause of the students
and on the other those who accepted the
government's "historic truth." Written in memory of
the forty-three students, this well-researched and
powerfully argued book uncovers the agents, causes,
and factors responsible for this unspeakable crime. It
offers an interpretation of these events that goes
beyond the artificial opposition between good and
evil, between rulers and insurgents, and tries instead
to understand the cruelty that normalizes atrocity.
Gonz�lez Rodr�guez warns us that "this story has
been repeated around the world, but we refuse to see
it. If anyone doubts or denies this, then I challenge
them to finish this book. When faced with the
acceptance of horror, we must recover our lucidity
and exercise our freedom to transform this tragic
reality."

Freedom After the Critique of
Foundations
Critical Realism and the Social Sciences brings
together contributors from both sides of the Atlantic,
all of whom engage with tenets of critical realism,
juxtaposing them with traditional representations of
social scientific enquiry.

The Politics of Postsecular Religion
This anthology redraws Canada as a complex
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terraincognita of desire and dismay. "Eco-feminism,
censorship, and the 'queerness' of the True North.
Richly eclectic in tone and material, unrelentingly
controversial, and very difficult to ignore. It is likely
the most novel take on our state of affairs in quite
some time." -- Michael Freeman, Venue magazine,
Toronto.

Bodily Citations
Two hundred years later, Michel Foucault wrote a
response to Kant's initial essay, positioning Kant as
the initiator of the discourse and critique of
modernity.

Telling Truths in Church
This collection brings together many of the world’s
leading sociologists of education to explore and
address key issues and concerns within the discipline.
The thirty-seven newly commissioned chapters draw
upon theory and research to provide new accounts of
contemporary educational processes, global trends,
and changing and enduring forms of social conflict
and social inequality. The research, conducted by
leading international scholars in the field, indicates
that two complexly interrelated agendas are
discernible in the heat and noise of educational
change over the past twenty-five years. The first rests
on a clear articulation by the state of its requirements
of education. The second promotes at least the
appearance of greater autonomy on the part of
educational institutions in the delivery of those
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requirements. The Routledge International Handbook
of the Sociology of Education examines the ways in
which the sociology of education has responded to
these two political agendas, addressing a range of
issues which cover three key areas: perspectives and
theories social processes and practices inequalities
and resistances. The book strongly communicates the
vibrancy and diversity of the sociology of education
and the nature of ‘sociological work’ in this field. It will
be a primary resource for teachers, as well as a title
of major interest to practising sociologists of
education.

Longing for Justice
This book offers an original analysis and theorization
of the biopolitics of development in the postcolonial
present, and draws significantly from the later works
of Michel Foucault on biopolitics. Foucault’s works
have had a massive influence on postcolonial
literatures, particularly in political science and
international relations, and several authors of this
book have themselves made significant contributions
to that influence. While Foucault’s thought has been
inspirational for understanding colonial biopolitics as
well as governmental rationalities concerned with
development, his works have too often failed to
inspire studies of political subjectivity. Instead, they
have been used to stoke the myth of the inevitability
of the decline of collective political subjects, often
describing an increasingly limited horizon of political
possibilities, and provoking a disenchantment with
the political itself in postcolonial works and studies.
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Working against the grain of current Foucauldian
scholarship, this book underlines the importance of
Foucault’s work for the capacity to recognize how this
degraded view of political subjectivity came about,
particularly within the framework of the discourses
and politics of ‘development’, and with particular
attention to the predicaments of postcolonial peoples.
It explores how we can use Foucault’s ideas to
recover the vital capacity to think and act politically
at a time when fundamentally human capacities to
think, know and to act purposively in the world are
being pathologized as expressions of the hubris and
‘underdevelopment’ of postcolonial peoples. Why and
how it is that life in postcolonial settings has been
depoliticized to such dramatic effect? The immediacy
of these themes will be obvious to anyone living in
the South of the world. But within the academy they
remain heavily under-addressed. In thinking about
what it means to read Michel Foucault today, this
book tackles some significant questions and
problems: Not simply that of how to explain the ways
in which postcolonial regimes of governance have
achieved the debasements of political subjectivity
they have; nor that of how we might better equip
them with the means to suborn the life of postcolonial
peoples more fully; but that of how such peoples, in
their subjection to governance, can and do resist,
subvert, escape and defy the imposition of modes of
governance which seek to remove their lives of those
very capacities for resistance, subversion, flight, and
defiance.

Trans/acting Truths
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Semiotext(e) Canadas
Foucault saw the notion of parrhesia (truth-telling) as
the most important factor for how governments could
and should communicate with their people and vice
versa. This important collection compiles and
analyses Foucault's views on parrhesia to shed new
light on his ideas on the importance of truth-telling in
democracies.

Studying the Agency of Being Governed
Re-Framing the International insists that, if we are to
properly face the challenges of the coming century,
we need to re-examine international politics and
development through the prism of ethics and
morality. International relations must now contend
with a widening circle of participants reflecting the
diversity and uneveness of status, memory, gender,
race, culture and class.

State of Insecurity
This volume collects a series of lectures given by the
renowned French thinker Michel Foucault late in his
career. The book is composed of two parts: a talk,
Parrēsia, delivered at the University of Grenoble in
1982, and a series of lectures entitled “Discourse and
Truth,” given at the University of California, Berkeley
in 1983, which appears here for the first time in its full
and correct form. Together, they provide an
unprecedented account of Foucault’s reading of the
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Greek concept of parrēsia, often translated as “truthtelling” or “frank speech.” The lectures trace the
transformation of this concept across Greek, Roman,
and early Christian thought, from its origins in preSocratic Greece to its role as a central element of the
relationship between teacher and student. In mapping
the concept’s history, Foucault’s concern is not to
advocate for free speech; rather, his aim is to explore
the moral and political position one must occupy in
order to take the risk to speak truthfully. These
lectures—carefully edited and including notes and
introductory material to fully illuminate Foucault’s
insights—are a major addition to Foucault’s English
language corpus.

Governmentality
The most accessible and exhaustive introduction to
Foucault's thought to date, including every extant
interview made by Foucault from the mid-60s until his
death in 1984. Currently in its fourth printing,
Foucault Live is the most accessible and exhaustive
introduction to Foucault's thought to date. Composed
of every extant interview made by Foucault from the
mid-60s until his death in 1984, Foucault Live sheds
new light on the philosopher's ideas about friendship,
the intent behind his classical studies, while clarifying
many of the professional and popular
misinterpretations of his ideas over the course of his
career. As Gilles Deleuze noted, "the interviews in this
book go much further than anything Foucault ever
wrote, and they are indispensable in understanding
his life work." Most notably, Foucault Live includes
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interviews he made with the gay underground press
during his stays in America during the 1970s. In them,
Foucault suggests that homosexuality presents a new
paradigm for ways of living beyond the predictable,
binary couple. All of the philosopher's interests, from
madness and delinquency to film and sexuality, and
their resultant writings, are probed by knowledgeable
critics and journalists. After reading this book, the
reader can explore key notions such as episteme,
savoir and connaissance, archeology, and archive,
without the knitted brow that plagued Foucault's
public when he was alive. This is the guide to
Foucault's life as an agent provocateur in the world of
philosophy and scholarship.

Fearless Speech
This book retraces power's intensification in Foucault
in ways that both allow us to reread Foucault's own
conceptual itinerary and, more importantly, to think
about how we might respond to the mutations of
power that that have taken place since his death in
1984.

Reframing the International
Ananda Abeysekara contends that democracy, along
with its cherished secular norms, is founded on the
idea of a promise deferred to the future. Rooted in
democracy's messianic promise is the belief that
religious political identity-such as Buddhist, Hindu,
Sinhalese, Christian, Muslim, or Tamil can be
critiqued, neutralized, improved, and changed, even
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while remaining inseparable from the genocide of the
past. This facile belief, he argues, is precisely what
distracts us from challenging the violence inherent in
postcolonial political sovereignty. At the same time,
we cannot simply dismiss the democratic concept,
since it permeates so deeply through our modernist,
capitalist, and humanist selves. In The Politics of
Postsecular Religion, Abeysekara invites us to
reconsider our ethical-political legacies, to look at
them not as problems, but as aporias, in the
Derridean sense-that is, as contradictions or impasses
incapable of resolution. Disciplinary theorizing in
religion and politics, he argues, is unable to identify
the aporias of our postcolonial modernity. The
aporetic legacies, which are like specters that cannot
be wished away, demand a new kind of thinking. It is
this thinking that Abeysekara calls mourning and uninheriting. Un-inheriting is a way of meditating on
history that both avoids the simple binary of
remembering and forgetting and provides an original
perspective on heritage, memory, and time.
Abeysekara situates aporias in the settings and
cultures of the United States, France, England, Sri
Lanka, India, and Tibet. In presenting concrete
examples of religion in public life, he questions the
task of refashioning the aporetic premises of
liberalism and secularism. Through close readings of
Nietzsche, Heidegger, Arendt, Derrida, Butler, and
Agamben, as well as Foucault, Asad, Chakrabarty,
Balibar, and Zizek, he offers readers a way to think
about the futures of postsecular politics that is both
dynamic and creative.
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The Biopolitics of Development
Foucault Beyond Foucault
The Politics of Truth
Three years before his death, Michel Foucault
delivered a series of lectures at the Catholic
University of Louvain that until recently remained
almost unknown. These lectures—which focus on the
role of avowal, or confession, in the determination of
truth and justice—provide the missing link between
Foucault’s early work on madness, delinquency, and
sexuality and his later explorations of subjectivity in
Greek and Roman antiquity. Ranging broadly from
Homer to the twentieth century, Foucault traces the
early use of truth-telling in ancient Greece and follows
it through to practices of self-examination in monastic
times. By the nineteenth century, the avowal of
wrongdoing was no longer sufficient to satisfy the call
for justice; there remained the question of who the
“criminal” was and what formative factors contributed
to his wrong-doing. The call for psychiatric expertise
marked the birth of the discipline of psychiatry in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries as well as its
widespread recognition as the foundation of
criminology and modern criminal justice. Published
here for the first time, the 1981 lectures have been
superbly translated by Stephen W. Sawyer and
expertly edited and extensively annotated by
Fabienne Brion and Bernard E. Harcourt. They are
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accompanied by two contemporaneous interviews
with Foucault in which he elaborates on a number of
the key themes. An essential companion to Discipline
and Punish, Wrong-Doing, Truth-Telling will take its
place as one of the most significant works of Foucault
to appear in decades, and will be necessary reading
for all those interested in his thought.

Overexposed
The Routledge Companion to
Entrepreneurship
Jason Jones analyzes the rhetorical construction of the
Iranian nuclear threat during the Bush presidency,
and US/Iran relations more generally.

The Diliman Review
Antoni Abad
Originally published in 1999 this exceptionally clear
and lucid book quickly became the standard overview
of what are now called 'governmentality studies'. With
its emphasis on the relationship between
governmentality and other key concepts drawn from
Michel Foucault, such as bio-politics and sovereignty,
the first edition anticipated and defined the terms of
contemporary debate and analysis. In this timely
second edition Mitchell Dean engages with the full
textual basis of Foucault's lectures and once again
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provides invaluable insights into the traditions,
methods and theories of political power identifying
the authoritarian as well as liberal sides of
governmentality. Every chapter has been fully revised
and updated to incorporate, and respond to, new
theoretical, social and political developments in the
field; a new introduction surveying the state of
governmentality today has also been added as well as
a completely new chapter on international
governmentality.

"Discourse and Truth" and "Parresia"
Research in entrepreneurship has been booming, with
perspectives from a range of disciplines and
numerous developing schools of thought. It can be
difficult for young scholars and even long-time
researchers to find their way through the lush garden
of ideas we see before us. The purpose of this book is
to map the research terrain of entrepreneurship,
providing the perfect starting point for new and
existing researchers looking to explore. Topics
covered range from emerging perspective, through
issues at the core of the field to innovative
methodologies. Starting off with a preface by Bill
Gartner, each section of the book brings together a
world class set of established leading researchers and
rising stars. This considered, comprehensive and
conclusive companion integrates the recent debates
in entrepreneurship research under one cover, to
provide a resource which will be useful across
disciplinary boundaries and for a whole range of
students and researchers.
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Pathology and the Postmodern
Standard literary criticism tends to either ignore or
downplay the unorthodox tradition of black
experimental writing that emerged in the wake of
protests against colonization and Jim Crow–era
segregation. Histories of African American literature
likewise have a hard time accounting for the
distinctiveness of experimental writing, which is part
of a general shift in emphasis among black writers
away from appeals for social recognition or raising
consciousness. In Freedom Time, Anthony Reed offers
a theoretical reading of "black experimental writing"
that presents the term both as a profound literary
development and as a concept for analyzing how
writing challenges us to rethink the relationships
between race and literary techniques. Through
extended analyses of works by African American and
Afro-Caribbean writersâ€”including N. H. Pritchard,
Suzan-Lori Parks, NourbeSe Philip, Kamau Brathwaite,
Claudia Rankine, Douglas Kearney, Harryette Mullen,
and Nathaniel Mackeyâ€”Reed develops a new sense
of the literary politics of formally innovative writing
and the connections between literature and politics
since the 1960s. Freedom Time reclaims the power of
experimental black voices by arguing that readers
and critics must see them as more than a mere
reflection of the politics of social protest and identity
formation. With an approach informed by literary,
cultural, African American, and feminist studies, Reed
shows how reworking literary materials and
conventions liberates writers to push the limits of
representation and expression.
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Language, Counter-Memory, Practice
This book explores the intertwining of politics and
ontology, shedding light on the ways in which, as our
ability to investigate, regulate, appropriate, ’enhance’
and destroy material reality have developed, so new
social scientific accounts of nature and our
relationship with it have emerged, together with new
forms of power. Engaging with cutting-edge social
theory and elaborating on the thought of Foucault,
Heidegger, Adorno and Agamben, the author
demonstrates that the convergence of ontology with
politics is not simply an intellectual endeavour of
growing import, but also a governmental practice
which builds upon neoliberal programmes, the
renewed accumulation of capital and the
development of technosciences in areas such as
climate change, geoengineering and biotechnology.
With shifts in our accounts of nature have come new
means of mastering it, giving rise to unprecedented
forms of exploitation and destruction - with related
forms of social domination. In the light of growing
social inequalities, environmental degradation and
resource appropriation and commodification,
Ontological Politics in a Disposable World: The New
Mastery of Nature reveals the need for new critical
frameworks and oppositional practices, to challenge
the rationality of government that lies behind these
developments: a rationality that thrives on
indeterminacy and an account of materiality as
comprised of fluid, ever-changing states,
simultaneously agential and pliable, to which social
theory increasingly subscribes without questioning
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enough its underpinnings and implications. A
theoretically sophisticated reassessment of the
relationship between ontology and politics, which
draws the contours of a renewed humanism to allow
for a more harmonious relationship with the world,
this book will appeal to scholars in social and political
theory, environmental sociology, geography, science
and technology studies and contemporary European
thought on the material world.

Mourning Diana
Years of remodelling the welfare state, the rise of
technology, and the growing power of neoliberal
government apparatuses have established a society
of the precarious. In this new reality, productivity is
no longer just a matter of labour, but affects the
formation of the self, blurring the division between
personal and professional lives. Encouraged to believe
ourselves flexible and autonomous, we experience a
creeping isolation that has both social and political
impacts, and serves the purposes of capital
accumulation and social control. In State of Insecurity,
Isabell Lorey explores the possibilities for organization
and resistance under the contemporary status quo,
and anticipates the emergence of a new and
disobedient self-government of the precarious. From
the Trade Paperback edition.

Critical Realism and the Social Sciences
Catalog of an exhibition held at the MACBA, Museu
d'Art Contemporani de Barcelona, Spain, Feb. 18-June
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24, 2014.

Ontological Politics in a Disposable
World
This edited volume seeks to provide guidance on how
we can approach questions of governing and
agency—particularly those who endeavour to embark
on grounded empirical research— by rendering
explicit some key challenges, tensions, dilemmas, and
confluences that such endeavours elicit. Indeed, the
contributions in this volume reflect the growing
tendency in governmentality studies to shift focus to
empirically grounded studies. The volume thus
explicitly aims to move from theory to practice, and to
step back from the more top-down governmentality
studies approach to one that examines how one
can/does study how relations of power affect lives,
experience and agency. This book offers insight into
the intricate relations between the workings of
governing and (the possibility for) people’s agency on
the one hand, and about the possible effects of our
attempts to engage in such studies on the other. In
numerous ways, and from different starting points,
the contributions to this volume provide thoughtful
insights into, and creative suggestions for, how to
work with the methodological challenges of studying
the agency of being governed. This work will be of
great interest to students and scholars of
international relations, global governance and
research methods.

The Ribbon at Olympia's Throat
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Foucault's previously unpublished doctoral
dissertation on Kant offers the definitive statement of
his relationship to Kant and to the critical tradition of
philosophy. This introduction and commentary to
Kant's least discussed work, Anthropology from a
Pragmatic Point of View, is the dissertation that Michel
Foucault presented in 1961 as his doctoral thesis. It
has remained unpublished, in any language, until
now. In his exegesis and critical interpretation of
Kant's Anthropology, Foucault raises the question of
the relation between psychology and anthropology,
and how they are affected by time. Though a Kantian
"critique of the anthropological slumber," Foucault
warns against the dangers of treating psychology as a
new metaphysics, explores the possibilities of
studying man empirically, and reflects on the nature
of time, art and technique, self-perception, and
language. Extending Kant's suggestion that any
empirical knowledge of man is inextricably tied up
with language, Foucault asserts that man is a world
citizen insofar as he speaks. For both Kant and
Foucault, anthropology concerns not the human
animal or self-consciousness but, rather, involves the
questioning of the limits of human knowledge and
concrete existence. This long-unknown text is a
valuable contribution not only to a scholarly
appreciation of Kant's work but as the first outline of
what would later become Foucault's own frame of
reference within the history of philosophy. It is thus a
definitive statement of Foucault's relation to Kant as
well as Foucault's relation to the critical tradition of
philosophy. By going to the heart of the debate on
structuralist anthropology and the status of the
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human sciences in relation to finitude, Foucault also
creates something of a prologue to his foundational
The Order of Things. Michel Foucault (1926-84) is
widely considered to be one of the most important
academic voices of the twentieth century and has
proven influential across disciplines.

The Highway of Despair
The death of Diana, Princess of Wales, on September
1 1997, prompted public demonstrations of grief on
an almost unprecented global scale. But, while global
media coverage of the events following her death
appeared to create an international 'community of
mourning', popular reacions in fact reflected the
complexities of the princess's public image and the
tensions surrounding the popular conception of
royalty. Mourning Diana examines the events which
followed the death of Diana as a series of culturalpolitical phenomena, from the immediate aftermath
as crowds gathered in public spaces and royal
palaces, to the state funeral in Westminister Abbey,
examining the performance of grief and the
involvement of the global media in the creation of
narratives and spectacles relating to the
commemoration of her life. Contributors investigate
the complex iconic status of Diana, as a public figure
able to sustain a host of alternative identifications,
and trace the posthumous romanticisation of aspects
of her life such as her charity activism and her
relationship with Dodi al Fayed. The contributors
argue that the events following the death of Diana
dramatised a complex set of cultural tensions in
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which the boundaries dividing nationhood and
citizenship, charity and activism, private feeling and
public politics, were redrawn.

Law and Literature
Essay from the year 2011 in the subject Philosophy Philosophy of the Present, grade: -, Jawaharlal Nehru
University (New Delhi), language: English, comment:
Foucault on Ethics and Aesthetics, abstract: In the
later years of his life, Foucault associates his
genealogical studies of discourse, institutions and
practices to the Kantian 'ontology of ourselves, '
insisting that they, like Kantian ontology, are focused
on something within our present in order to initiate
change from within. His reflections on the question of
"what our present is?" provide an experience of
modernity precisely that aspect of it which is mostly
fragile or sensitive at the present time, to permit us to
emerge from it as transformed. To put differently, the
point is to show that what appears obvious to us from
the standpoints of modern scientific, legal and moral
discourses is not at all so obvious. This fragility of the
present beliefs and practices, Foucault argues, must
be grasped in the question "what it is?" and should be
attempted to transform by using the desire for
freedom. In a similar line, Kant argues that "have
courage to use your own understanding" is the motto
of enlightenment.

The Politics of Community
"The most perverse perversions are not always those
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one would expect. At once clinical, bewildering,
hilarious and deeply poignant, Overexposed shows
how science can pervert itself by identifying too
closely with its object, pushing along the way the
limits assigned to humanity. This insider's exposition
of a controversial cognitive behavioral method is a
hallucinatory document on the manner in which our
society exposes sexuality to the point of
overexposure. Are we all already living in a sex
laboratory?"--Jacket.

Wrong-Doing, Truth-Telling
Examines the sexual abuse crisis in the Catholic
Church to argue that, to achieve reformation,
Christians need to examine the Church's history, its
methods of silencing conversation, same-sex desire,
and feelings about the human body. Reprint.

The Relation to Oneself and the Other Ethics in Michel Foucault
I would like to distinguish between the 'history of
ideas' and the 'history of thought.' The history of
ideas involves the analysis of a notion from its birth,
through its development, and in the setting of other
ideas, which constitute its context. The history of
thought is the analysis of the way an unproblematic
field of experience becomes a problem, raises
discussions and debate, incites new reactions, and
induces crisis in the previously silent behaviors,
practices, and institutions. It is the history of the way
people become anxious, for example, about madness,
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about crime, about themselves, or about truth.
Comprised of six lectures delivered, in English, by
Michel Foucault while teaching at Berkeley in the Fall
of 1983, Fearless Speech was edited by Joseph
Pearson and published in 2001. Reviewed by the
author, it is the last book Foucault wrote before his
death in 1984 and can be read as his last testament.
Here, he positions the philosopher as the only person
able to confront power with the truth, a stance that
boldly sums up Foucault's project as a philosopher.
Still unpublished in France, Fearless Speech concludes
the genealogy of truth that Foucault pursued
throughout his life, starting with his investigations in
Madness and Civilization, into the question of power
and its technology. The expression "fearless speech"
is a rough translation of the Greek parrhesia, which
designates those who take a risk to tell the truth; the
citizen who has the moral qualities required to speak
the truth, even if it differs from what the majority of
people believe and faces danger for speaking it.
Parrhesia is a verbal activity in which a speaker
expresses his personal relationship to truth through
frankness instead of persuasion, truth instead of
flattery, and moral duty instead of self-interest and
moral apathy.

Foucault Live
A timely and persuasive argument for Higher
Education’s obligations to our democratic society,
Longing for Justice combines personal narrative with
critical analysis to make the case for educational
practices that connect to questions of democracy,
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justice, and the common good. Jennifer S. Simpson
begins with three questions. First, what is the nature
of the social contract that universities have with
public life? Second, how might this social contract
shape undergraduate education? And third, how do
specific approaches to knowledge and undergraduate
education inform how students understand society? In
a bold challenge to conventional wisdom about Higher
Education, Simpson argues that today’s neoliberal
educational norms foreground abstract concepts and
leave the complications of real life, especially the
intricacies of power, unexamined. Analysing modern
teaching techniques, including service learning and
civic engagement, Simpson concludes that for Higher
Education to serve democracy it must strengthen
students’ abilities to critically analyse social issues,
recognize and challenge social inequities, and pursue
justice.

Foucault Live
Short fragments and essays that explore how a
seemingly irrelevant aesthetic detail may cause the
eruption of sublimity within the mundane. That the
nude painted by Manet (in a painting so conceptually
new that it created a scandal in its day) achieves so
much truth through such a minor detail, that ribbon
that modernizes Olympia and, even more than a
beauty mark or a patch of freckles would, renders her
more precise and more immediately visible, making
her a woman with ties to a particular milieu and era:
that is what lends itself to reflection, if not divagation!
—from The Ribbon at Olympia's Throat In The Ribbon
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at Olympia's Throat, Michel Leiris investigates what
Lydia Davis has called the “expressive power of
fetishism”: how a seemingly irrelevant aesthetic
detail may cause the eruption of sublimity within the
mundane. Written in 1981, toward the end of Leiris's
life, The Ribbon at Olympia's Throat serves as a coda
to his autobiographical masterwork, The Rules of the
Game, taking the form of both shorter fragments
(poems, memory scraps, notes) that are as formally
disarming as the fetishistic experiences they describe,
and longer essays, more exhaustive critical
meditations on writing, apprehension, and the nature
of the modern. Rooted in remembrance, devoted to
the kaleidoscopic intricacies of wordplay, Leiris draws
from his own aesthetic experiences as writer and
spectator to explore the fetish that “exposes and
disarms the sinister passage of time,” conferring “an
undeniable realness upon the whole by essentially
causing it to crystallize in a reality it would never
have possessed if that sturdy fragment hadn't acted
as bait.”

Introduction to Kant's Anthropology
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